
Float2Buff Privacy Policy

Data Collection and Usage

We, the creators of Float2Buff, are committed to protecting your privacy and ensuring a secure browsing
experience. This privacy policy outlines how we handle data within our extension and what information,
if any, is collected and processed.

Handling of Buff163 Cookies

Float2Buff does not collect or store any personal or user-specific data. We do not track your browsing
activity, search history, or any other identifiable information. Our extension solely focuses on providing
a seamless price comparison between Buff163 and CSGOFloat for CS:GO items.

To enhance your trading experience, Float2Buff processes the provided Buff163 website cookies. These
cookies are stored locally on your device using the Google Chrome Storage feature. We do not disclose
or share these cookies with any third party other than Buff163 itself. The cookies are used exclusively to
facilitate API calls to Buff163 for retrieving item prices.

Third-Party Services

Apart from the aforementioned Buff163 API utilization, Float2Buff does not utilize any third-party
services, analytics, or tracking tools. We maintain a strict policy of not sharing any user data with
external entities.

Data Security

Your privacy and data security are of utmost importance to us. We take all necessary measures to ensure
that the Buff163 cookies stored locally are secured and protected from unauthorized access.

Legal Basis for Processing

The legal basis for processing Buff163 cookies in Float2Buff is your explicit consent. By using our
extension, you give consent to the handling of Buff163 cookies as described in this privacy policy.

Retention Period

Since the provided Buff163 cookies are stored locally, you can delete the cookies at any time yourself
by deleting the cache and cookies from your browser. Additionally, it is important to note that the
cookies are automatically removed from the Google Chrome storage as soon as you decide to remove the
extension.
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Your Rights

Under the GDPR, you have the right to access, rectify, and erase your Buff163 cookies that are stored
locally. You can exercise these rights by contacting us at [filipdobro1999@gmail.com].

Updates and Changes

As we continue to improve Float2Buff, this privacy policy may be subject to updates and changes. Any
modifications will be posted on this page, and we encourage you to review it periodically.

Contact Us

For any questions or concerns regarding this privacy policy or Float2Buff’s data handling practices, please
feel free to contact us at [filipdobro1999@gmail.com].

Thank you for using Float2Buff. We appreciate your trust in our extension and are committed to
providing you with the best possible trading experience while safeguarding your privacy.
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